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Let Alex show you how to add just the right finish to your quilts!
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Whenever you begin to learn a new skill -- whether it's cooking, quilting, or computer programming

-- the best asset to have is a friend standing next to you, showing you the details. ("No, move it

more to the left!" or "The dough should feel like _this_.") Alas, we don't always have someone to call

upon, so we turn to books written by experts. Often, they know their skill... but are imperfect at

getting the point across.That's not a problem here. "Finish It With Alex Anderson" is very much like

having a friend standing at your side. While it includes 6 full quilt projects (they're nice, but not

astonishing), the primary emphasis of this book is on -- as promised -- the steps in finishing a quilt,

making good design choices for borders and other "edgy" issues.I'm a rank beginner at quilting, and

I've gotten confused over the stupidest things. For example, I know that it's easy to miter corners on

the binding... once you know how. Most books give an arm wave to what's involved, as if you've

seen it done and simply need a reminder. Alex Anderson's shows several different ways to bind a

quilt, with so many pictures that I can't do it wrong. And, in fact, I didn't; my binding looks great, and

I finally understand what I'd missed before.Great book. This one won't get far from the sewing

machine.

I use this book every time I work on a quilt. The descriptions are easy to understand and the results

are great. With this book I learned how to miter my borders as well as the binding and this technique



has given my quilts a more sophisticated look. I consider myself a beginner-intermediate quilter so if

I can uderstand this book anyone can!

I've owned this book and used it for quite some time. A good book on FINISHING a quilt is rare, and

I would be lost without this one in my library. It is so helpful that I've purchased it for two other

quilters.

A very good friend recommended this book to me when I was wanting ideas on how to finish a quilt.

I found it very informative and helpful.

I use this book every time I finish a quilt. It is an excellent reference for mitering corners and

finishing the binding. I just ordered a copy for my daughter.

Best instructor I have come across, hands down. I have nearly all of her books. Beautiful patterns.

Great understanding of color and design.

This book gives excellent instructions to put binding on with mitered corners, it also has very good

illustrations so you can follow easily.
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